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So far, there has been little research into displaying the availability of a higher-level
automated driving system. The benefits of presenting availability times while
driving automatically have already been discussed, but there are no findings on
giving information on all availability sections (operational design domains)
independent of the current state of the automated driving system. This work
aims to close this gap by conducting a driving simulator study with N =
54 participants to verify whether an overview display of all the road sections
on which automated driving is possible has a positive effect on the participants’
acceptance, usability, workload, and task performances. Results showed that the
presentation of this additional information had a significantly positive influence on
both acceptance and task performance. The outcomes of this work indicate that
the required transparency-creating information of the automated driving system
should not be limited to safety-related information or the phases of automated
driving itself.
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Highlights

• Displaying the availability sections of an ADS improves the acceptance ratings of the
system significantly.

• Displaying the availability sections of an ADS does not affect usability and workload
ratings.

• Displaying the availability sections of an ADS improves the task performance in
NDRAs significantly.

1 Introduction

With the introduction of SAE Level 3 automated driving system (ADS), users will have
the possibility to conduct non-driving related activities (NDRAs) since they are no longer
obligated to observe the system and the environment (SAE, 2021). Several studies have
investigated people’s expectations and attitudes towards ADS. Regarding negative
expectations, study participants seem to fear ambiguous liability matters, feelings of loss
of control, security compromises, and problems with data protection and privacy (Howard
and Dai, 2013). Higher costs for purchasing vehicles equipped with an ADS might also
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reduce the perceived benefit of this technology (Fagnant and
Kockelman, 2015). On the other hand, positive expectations
include increased traffic safety and improved comfort (Howard
and Dai, 2013), greater efficiency (Schoettle and Sivak, 2014), the
possibility of conducting NDRAs (Howard and Dai, 2013; Pfleging
et al., 2016; Nielsen et al., 2018), and arriving relaxed at the
destination (Nielsen et al., 2018). However, before these benefits
of such systems can be realised, they must be accepted and exploited.
Therefore, users need to understand these systems in order to accept
them (Adell et al., 2018), since wrong assumptions on ADS and its
limitations might result in critical driving situations or could
even prevent users from activating the system (Josten et al.,
2018). Hence, it is important to know users’ information needs
regarding an ADS.

Several studies have been carried out to collect or evaluate
information needs (Beggiato et al., 2015; Feierle et al., 2020a), but
mainly focusing on the period of automated driving and safety or
driving-related information. Since Level 3 and Level 4 automated
driving require certain conditions to be met before an ADS can be
activated (SAE, 2021), there will always be sections of the journey
where ADS is not available and manual driving is required.
Nevertheless, information needs regarding ADS during manual
driving have hardly been investigated so far. One exploratory
study (Danner et al., 2020b) consisting of a focus group
discussion with automated driving experts and a driving
simulator study with laypersons collected information on this
topic, leading to the results that future users might need
information on the availability duration of the ADS when it is
available but still not activated. Furthermore, when the ADS is not
available, information on the reasons for non-availability and the
duration until the ADS is available might be helpful. Therefore, an
overview of all availability sections on the own route should be
displayed in any system state, i.e., when ADS is not available or when
it is available but not activated or activated. In this work, the
information regarding the availability sections was evaluated.
Tests were performed to see whether the presentation of the
sections improved the system’s subjective ratings and whether the
planning ability or the performance concerning NDRAs was
increased by displaying this information.

1.1 Acceptance and usefulness of ADS

The postulated advantages of ADS, such as increased
convenience or usefulness due to the possibility of executing
NDRAs (König and Neumayr, 2017), can only come to fruition if
the system is used (Naujoks et al., 2017a). Unfortunately, since ADSs
with SAE Level 3 or 4 (SAE, 2021) are not yet commercially available
and thus no data on usage is present, it is impossible to measure the
usage behaviour of these systems in dependency of certain variables.
However, some models can predict the use of technical innovations.
One of these is the Technology Acceptance Model by Davis, which
consists of two factors, perceived ease of use (PEoU) and perceived
usefulness (PU), predicting behavioural intention (BI) and thus
actual system usage (Davis, 1989). Acceptance is defined as the
willingness to use technological systems when available (Adell et al.,
2018). The effects of PEoU and PU on BI were found to be
significant (Roberts et al., 2012) in a driving simulator

experiment exploring acceptance towards advanced driving
assistance systems (ADAS). In another study, the TAM
constructs accounted for 82% of the variance in intentions to use
ADAS (Rahman et al., 2017) and are thus suitable for investigating
the acceptance of an ADS (Buckley et al., 2018).

Conducting NDRAs seems to be one of the main reasons for
using an ADS. In an exploratory study, it was shown that study
participants would be most likely to activate an ADS to perform
NDRAs, while the main reason for choosing manual driving seems
to be the ability to drive faster than the ADS would (Danner et al.,
2020b). Another study showed that conducting NDRAs is the
second most important advantage of an ADS, with the most
important one being the enhanced mobility access for the
disabled and elderly (König and Neumayr, 2017). According to
one survey, typical NDRAs while driving automatically could be
watching the road, reading, texting, watching movies, and playing
games (Pfleging et al., 2016). Similar activities were conducted in a
driving simulator study exploring NDRAs (Hecht et al., 2020b).
Participants watched videos or movies, looked at their surroundings,
used their smartphones or laptops, and read. It became apparent that
these activities can take up different amounts of time. Watching
videos, for example, took an average of about 18 min, while cell
phone usage had an average duration of about 2 minutes.
Furthermore, factors such as privacy, comfort, travel purpose, age
and trip duration were found to influence the perceived
attractiveness of certain NDRAs during an automated ride
(Hecht et al., 2020a).

Since the possibility of conducting NDRAs is one of the most
important advantages of ADS, the usefulness and acceptance
(Venkatesh et al., 2000) of such systems might depend on how
satisfactorily and easily such activities can be pursued during
automated driving. Furthermore, the fact that different NDRAs
vary in terms of duration (Hecht et al., 2020b) and that the
ADSs of SAE Level 3 and 4 only are available if all conditions
are met (SAE, 2021), it might be necessary for users to be informed
about the availability duration of the ADS so that they can plan their
NDRAs accordingly.

1.2 Human-machine interfaces regarding
the availability of ADS

At this time, few studies have developed and tested human-
machine interface (HMI) concepts that addressed the availability of
an ADS. However, Richardson et al. (2018) compared the effects of
three HMIs on acceptance using the van der Laan acceptance scale
(van der Laan et al., 1997) in an experiment where truck drivers were
the participants. The display concepts differed in terms of
availability information. There was no additional information in
the first concept; in the second concept, the remaining availability
was displayed in minutes and in the third concept it was displayed in
kilometres. The concepts providing additional information were
rated significantly better than the first concept regarding
satisfaction, one dimension of the van der Laan acceptance scale
(van der Laan et al., 1997). The same results were found for
usefulness, the other dimension of the van der Laan acceptance
scale (van der Laan et al., 1997), with the difference that there was
also an effect for the comparison between the second and third
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concept, with the concept using time for displaying the availability
being rated significantly more useful (Richardson et al., 2018).

Wandtner et al. (2018) were able to show that an overview
display of ADS availabilities led to far fewer tasks being begun before
participants had to resume the driving task. In another study (Hecht
et al., 2020c), it was found out that the frequency of transitions
between automated and manual driving had a negative effect on
workload and acceptance and that the display of remaining
availability in automated driving had no effect on acceptance. In
this study, ADS availability was only displayed when the ADS was
active. In contrast, a further study (Danner et al., 2020a) showed that
displaying the availability duration of the ADS when it was
available—but not active—improved acceptance, usability, and
workload. Moreover, when the ADS was unavailable, displaying
the duration until it became available increased the perceived system
understanding (Danner et al., 2021). Finally, regarding the method
of presenting the ADS availability time, a dynamic time bar was
shown to lead to significantly more usability than a countdown
(Holländer and Pfleging, 2018).

1.3 Displaying availability sections to
improve acceptance, usability, workload,
and task performance

In order to avoid automation surprises, which means the
vehicle’s actions are inconsistent with the user’s expectations, an
SAE Level 3 and 4 system needs to inform the user of sections where
it cannot cope and even provide a preview of the upcoming route,
including system limitations (Carsten and Martens, 2018).
Furthermore, the discrepancy between users’ mental models and
the system’s behaviour—the gulf of evaluation (Norman, 2013)—
can lead to a reduction in trust (Lee and See, 2004), while trust is
seen as a precondition of the intention to use automation and ADS
(Parasuraman and Riley, 1997; Choi and Ji, 2015). Furthermore, the
additional information on the availability sections should help users
plan and perform their NDRAs, which could improve the usefulness
and ease of use of the system, both being dimensions of acceptance
(Davis, 1989). Therefore, the following hypothesis was tested in this
study.
H1: Participants rate acceptance of the ADS higher when the
availability sections of the ADS are displayed.

Displaying the availability of an ADS before activation and
providing information on the remaining availability duration
during automatic driving increases usability (Holländer and
Pfleging, 2018; Danner et al., 2020a). Usability is the extent to
which a user can perform a specific task with effectiveness,
satisfaction and efficiency (ISO 9241-11, 2018). The presentation
of the availability sections should help the participants use the
automation HMI (Bengler et al., 2020) for planning and
conducting their NDRAs, and hence the following hypothesis
was investigated.
H2: Participants rate the usability of the HMI of the ADS higher
when the availability sections of the ADS are displayed.

The discrepancy between the users’ expectations and reality
increases the mental workload since the mental models have to be

adapted to information perceived from the system and the
environment (Beggiato and Krems, 2013). Moreover, it could be
shown that inexperienced users mistakenly tend to expect constant
availability (Danner et al., 2020b), while presenting the availability
duration before activation can reduce workload (Danner et al.,
2020a). Consequently, the following was hypothesised.
H3: Participants rate the workload lower when the availability
sections of the ADS are displayed.

Since displaying the availability sections of the ADS informs the
participants about when and how long NDRAs can be conducted,
the task performance of activities with a specific and known duration
should be increased, especially since this knowledge could help
prevent interruptions, which can worsen performance and lead to
decreased task duration (Bailey and Konstan, 2006).
H4: Participants score higher in NDRAs when the availability
sections of the ADS are displayed.

Furthermore, it was investigated whether the way in which the
availability sections are displayed influences the measures from
hypotheses one to four. As most drivers today are familiar with
map displays in the CID, participants might prefer the MC.
Nonetheless, the AC was developed to be clearer and faster to
retrieve information from, and therefore the following non-
directed hypothesis was tested.
H5: The way of displaying the availability section (AC vs. MC)
influences the subjective ratings as well as the task performance in
NDRAs.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study design

A between-subject design was chosen to test the hypotheses.
Three different HMI concepts served as the between-factor, and
therefore, every study participant experienced only one concept
during the study. The concepts differed only regarding the
information on the availability of the ADS. One concept, the
baseline concept, did not contain any information on the
availability sections’ distribution. The second displayed the
availability sections in an abstract time bar, and the third
displayed the sections directly on the navigation map. In all
concepts, the participants were given information about the
duration of the current section, i.e., about the duration of
availability and non-availability. Participants were instructed
to follow the traffic rules and to activate the ADS when it was
available. The participants were asked to complete various tasks
displayed on a 12-inch tablet installed in the centre console when
the ADS was active. When a task had been completed, the
participants received points, but they did not when a task was
not completed. The participants were informed that their goal
was to collect as many points as possible in this study. Each task
was given an estimated time duration, which could be compared
with the availability times of the ADS. Therefore, participants
were able to anticipate whether they can finish a task without
being interrupted or not. The tasks were shown in an overview
display on the tablet. This enabled participants to choose which
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tasks they would complete and when. Apart from the objective of
working through the tasks when the ADS was activated,
participants were allowed a free highway drive of about 50,
34 mins of which were with automated driving.

2.2 Driving simulator

The study took place on a fixed-base driving simulator at AUDI
AG consisting of a full car mock-up and several screens for the front
view (see Figure 1). The mirrors were also equipped with displays to
simulate the rear view. The Virtual Test Drive software application
was used to program the roads and the environment.

2.3 Human-machine interface

Three HMI concepts were created, serving as a between-factor.
The baseline concept (BC) contained information in the instrument

cluster (IC), such as velocity, RPM, and whether the ADS was
unavailable, available, or active, using an icon symbolizing
automated driving. When the ADS was unavailable, the time
when it would become available was shown. Likewise, the
duration of availability was displayed when the ADS was
available or active. In the central information display (CID), a
virtual map indicating the road course was shown independent
of the condition. The BC did not contain any further information
and its respective CID is depicted in Figure 2.

In the second HMI concept (see Figure 3), an additional abstract
time bar was displayed in the CID, providing information on the
availability (abstract concept; AC) sections. Its design was mainly
influenced by the HMI evaluated in Wandtner et al. (2018) where a
similar color separated bar was used for displaying ODDs. A legend
was presented next to the availability bar indicating that white
rectangles presented availability periods and grey rectangles
periods where participants could not use the ADS. The IC
contained the same information as in the BC.

In the third concept (see Figure 4), the information on the
availability sections was directly shown on the map (map concept;
MC) with the same colour coding of the availability sections as in the
AC. The design of MC was chosen as a more intuitive approach to
the same information since most drivers are familiar with the
presentation of driving sections in the navigation system. The
aim was to investigate whether the content of the HMI leads to a
better understanding of the availability and this way the risk of
participants not understanding the concepts was minimized.
Figure 5 shows a graphical presentation of how the different
displays were arranged in the cockpit.

2.4 Non-driving related activity

An app was developed for the NDRA using Python. This
application consisted of a start screen (see Figure 6, the language
of the app was German in the study), giving an overview of all the
tasks that could be conducted, along with an estimated duration for
each task. Participants were instructed to collect as many points as
possible but not to conduct any NDRAs while driving manually.

FIGURE 1
Static driving simulator.

FIGURE 2
Baseline concept, providing no information on the availability sections.
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Furthermore, they were instructed to finish started activities since
points were only awarded for completed tasks. Interrupting an
NDRA and finishing it during the next availability section was

allowed. The points were calculated based on the duration of each
task, meaning that a 6-min task accounted for six points. The points
gained were displayed on the start screen.

The tasks chosen for this study were derived from studies
investigating potential NDRAs while driving automatically
(Hecht et al., 2020b) and thus work-related and
entertainment-related activities were available. The
participants could choose to take part in quizzes, watch
videos, read an e-mail, check the weather, save a contact
from a displayed business card and read news articles. The
videos, for example, were viewed as completed when the whole
duration had been watched; fast-forward or skipping was not
possible. After reading e-mails, checking the weather, and
reading the news articles, questions were asked to assure that
participants had actually performed the task. Points were given
when the questions were answered correctly. The points for
saving the contact were earned depending on the correctness of
the input. There were more tasks to perform than the total
availability duration would allow, giving the participants the
freedom to choose those tasks they wanted to conduct most.

FIGURE 3
AC, providing information on the availability sections in an abstract time bar.

FIGURE 4
MC, providing information on the availability sections on the map.

FIGURE 5
Graphical presentation of the cockpit. Display 1 is the IC and
display 2 the CID.
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All the answers were saved and the points were calculated in
more detail while analysing the data. Participants were given ten
points towards the total for each task for each correct answer or
input. This sum was then scaled so that the maximum points
attainable were the task duration times ten. Participants received
as many points as the video lasted (in minutes times ten) for each
finished video. This way, it was possible to calculate the correct
points for tasks where the number of inputs was not the same as the
number of minutes.

2.5 Procedure

Participants were welcomed and taught about the purpose of the
study and any privacy-related issues. The pre-experience and
demographic questionnaire were completed once written consent
to participate in the study had been given. Then, participants
underwent a 10-min familiarisation drive in the driving simulator
in which they experienced the manual drive, automated drive,
activation of the ADS, and Requests to Intervene (RtIs). They
were also able to try the NDRAs on a trial basis to get used to

FIGURE 6
Overview screen of the NDRA application.

FIGURE 7
Boxplots for the acceptance scores dependent on the HMI
concepts. * marks significant differences.

FIGURE 8
Boxplots for the usability scores depending on the HMI concepts.
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the tablet and navigate through the app. The familiarisation drive
was followed by the experimental drive, in which participants
experienced one of the concepts described and conducted the
NDRAs. The experimental drive took about 52 mins with
34 mins of available automation and only short interruptions of
about 3 mins between the sections where automated driving was
possible. Figures 3, 4 show how the availability was distributed.

After completing the experimental drive, the participants filled
out the questionnaires and were subjected to a brief qualitative
interview. At the end of the study, participants were shown all three

concepts and asked to state which of the concepts they liked the
most. Furthermore, they were asked to explain their preference.

2.6 Study sample

A total of N = 54 participants (24 of them female) took part in
the study, but one test person had to be excluded for technical
reasons. The mean age wasM = 37.6 years (SD = 14.4 years); all the
participants had a valid driver’s licence. The mean annual mileage
was M = 18.365 km (SD = 13.318.2 km); forty-five (83%) of the
participants had already taken part in one or more driving simulator
studies. Five (9%) of the participants worked in an occupation
related to automated driving. The mean age for the BC group
was M = 34.94 (SD = 14.30) and it consisted of ten men and
eight women. The mean annual mileage was M = 2,311 km (SD =
18642.5 km). The mean age in the AC group was M = 39.50 (SD =
12.82) and it consisted of nine men and nine women. The annual
mileage wasM = 17027.8 km (SD = 9419.9 km). The mean age in the
MC group was M = 38.24 (SD = 18.36) and it consisted of ten men
and seven women. The annual mileage was M = 14531.3 km (SD =
5702.2 km). Most of the participants (85.9%) have already taken part
in one or more driving simulator studies and 9.4% stated to work or
have worked in automated driving. The participants were recruited
by an external, independent company and were compensated with
70 € for taking part in this study.

2.7 Measures

Van der Laan’s acceptance scale (van der Laan et al., 1997) with
semantic differential was used to test the system’s acceptability;
participants rated nine items on a 5-point rating scale (from pleasant
to unpleasant), with the scale ranging from −2 to 2. The acceptability
scale consists of two dimensions—usefulness and satisfaction. Before
completing this questionnaire, the participants were instructed to
rate the ADS as they have experienced it, and not only the HMI-
concept.

Usability was tested using the System Usability Scale (Brooke,
1996), which consists of ten items rated on a 5-point Likert scale
(e.g., “I think I would like to use this system frequently”). The single
answers were summed to create a usability score ranging from
0–100. The participants were asked to rate the usability of the
respective HMI-concept and not of the ADS in total.

To measure the subjective workload, we used the NASA-rTLX
(Hart, 2006), the revised version of the NASA-TLX. This
questionnaire consists of six items rated on a scale, with
21 response options ranging from 0 to 20. The questionnaire also
comprises the dimensions of mental demand, physical demand,
temporal demand, overall performance, effort, and frustration.

Task performance was determined by assigning points for task
completion in the NDRA app. The longer the task duration was
indicated, the greater the maximum number of points to be scored.
Points were not awarded until an activity had been completed.
Furthermore, points were deducted for errors. If participants had
used every minute of the automated driving segments to perform
and complete NDRAs, the maximum score achievable would have
been 340.

FIGURE 9
Boxplots for the workload scores depending on the HMI
concepts.

FIGURE 10
Boxplots for the task performance depending on the HMI
concepts. * marks significant differences.
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2.8 Statistical analysis

For testing directed hypotheses, a priori contrast analyses
were calculated using R. This tool allows combined and
straightforward comparisons between groups, while more
statistical power is achieved than with an analysis of
variances (ANOVA) (Field et al., 2013). The contrast weights
were defined as orthogonal, as shown in Table 1. The first
contrast is a combined comparison between BC and the
concepts providing information on the availability sections
and the second contrast compares group two and group
three—therefore, AC versus MC. An ANOVA was calculated
for non-directed hypotheses. The assumption of normal
distribution was not tested since ANOVA is viewed as robust
against violations of this prerequisite (Blanca et al., 2017). The
critical alpha value tested against was set at 0.05.

3 Results

3.1 Acceptance

A planned contrast analysis with orthogonal contrasts was
conducted to test H1. Before that, the assumption of variance
homogeneity was tested, and the Levene test did not show any
violations (p > 0.05). Internal consistency reliability was
calculated using McDonald’s ω with a point estimate of ω =
0.74 and 0.54 as the lower and 0.84 as the upper bound of the
95% confidence interval.

The contrast analysis showed a significant effect for the
first contrast that compared BC (M = 1.16, SD = 0.41) with the
two concepts providing information on the availability
sections combined (M = 1.38, SD = 0.36), p = 0.02, with a
moderate effect size (d = 0.58). The descriptive values can be
found in Table 2. On the other hand, no significant
effects were found for the second contrast comparing the
AC (M = 1.33, SD = 0.40) and the MC (M = 1.44, SD =
0.32), p = 0.39 (see Figure 7).

3.2 Usability

H2 was also tested using planned contrasts after checking that
the assumed homogeneity of variances was not violated (p > 0.05).
Internal consistency reliability was calculated with a result of
McDonald’s ω = 0.82, with a lower bound of the 95% confidence
interval of 0.67 and an upper bound of 0.89. No significant effects
were found for the first contrast comparing the BC (M = 87.08, SD =
8.84) with the two other concepts combined (M = 85.50, SD = 13.18),
p = 0.33. Furthermore, no significant effect was found to compare
the AC (M = 82.22, SD = 14.55) and theMC (M = 88.97, SD = 10.94),
p = 0.09 (see Figure 8).

3.3 Workload

The contrasts presented were used to test H3 (see Table 1). The
results of the contrast analysis can be interpreted since the Levene
test did not reveal any violation of the homogeneity of variances (p >
0.05). Internal consistency reliability was calculated with a result of
McDonald’s ω = 0.83, with a lower bound of the 95% confidence
interval of 0.73 and an upper bound of 0.90. No significant effects
were found for the first contrast (BC:M = 4.79, SD = 2.27; AC +MC:
M = 5.39, SD = 3.20), p = 0.49. Furthermore, no effect was revealed
for comparing AC (M = 5.89, SD = 3.52) and MC (M = 4.86, SD =
2.81), p = 0.30 (see Figure 9).

3.4 Task performance

It was hypothesised that task performance is increased by
providing information on the availability section. No violation of
variance homogeneity was found (p = 0.05), so the contrast analysis
was calculated. The first contrast revealed a significant effect for
comparing BC (M = 225.72, SD = 86.85) and the combined values of
AC and MC (M = 269.11, SD = 75.00), p = 0.03, d = 0.55. No
significant effect was found for comparing AC (M = 262.78, SD =
73.12) and MC (M = 275.82, SD = 78.62), p = 0.78 (see Figure 10).

TABLE 1 Orthogonal contrasts used for contrast analysis.

Baseline concept (BC) Abstract time bar (AC) Availability in map (MC)

Contrast 1 −2 1 1

Contrast 2 0 −1 1

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics M(SD).

Concept BC AC MC AC + MC

Acceptance 1.16 (0.41) 1.33 (0.40) 1.44 (0.32) 1.38 (0.36)

Usability 87.08 (8.84) 82.22 (14.55) 88.97 (10.94) 85.50 (13.18)

Workload 4.79 (2.27) 5.89 (3.53) 4.86 (2.81) 5.39 (3.20)

Task performance 225.72 (86.85) 262.78 (73.12) 275.82 (78.62) 269.11 (75.00)
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3.5 Qualitative ratings of the concepts

After finishing the experimental drive and completing all
questionnaires, the participants were shown all three HMI-
concepts and asked, which one they would prefer and why. The
MC was preferred by 54.9% of the participants, 50.0% of whom
stated they preferred this concept because all information was at one
place. Other reasons mentioned by participants were that this
concept was clearer, that the presentation resembled current
navigation systems, and that they frequently used maps which
made this concept more intuitive.

The AC received the second highest rating with 39.2% of the
participants preferring this concept, 75.0% of whom stated that they
preferred this concept to due its clarity. Other participants
mentioned that this display was better for planning NDRAs or
that it was less distracting as information on availability could be
retrieved faster than when using the MC.

Only 5.9% of the customers preferred the BC. All of them stated
that the information in the IC was already sufficient.

4 Discussion

The study aimed to investigate the effects of displaying all the
SAE Level 3 ADS availability sections on one’s route on acceptance,
usability, workload and task performance. Additionally, the method
for displaying this information was tested using a between-subjects
design with different HMI concepts.

The results indicate that providing information on availability
sections increases the acceptance of the ADS, while the display
method has no effects. Since one of the main reasons for automated
driving is the opportunity to conduct NDRAs (König and Neumayr,
2017; Danner et al., 2020b), the information on availability
increasing the planning ability might explain the increased
acceptance since the usefulness of ADS is increased—especially in
terms of the conduct of NDRAs. Furthermore, no significant effects
were found to compare different ways of displaying the availability
sections. Therefore, it can be concluded that the information itself
and not, for example, the changed design leads to increased
acceptance.

No significant effects were discovered regarding usability,
neither for the information content nor for the form of
displaying the information. There is a tendency towards lower
usability in the AC condition in comparison to BC and MC
conditions, which the novelty of this display could explain. The
BC and MC concepts both display only a navigation map, one
without and the other with information on availability, and this kind
of presentation should be known to most of the participants and
could positively influence the perceived usability.

A similar pattern was found for the results of the workload
questionnaire. No significant effects were present but a small
tendency towards higher workload for the AC condition, which
might again result from the novelty of the display. Another reason
could be that participants wanted to map the availability sections
from the bar to the route course, which could have needed a greater
effort. Nonetheless, the non-existent significance indicates that the
additional information does not negatively influence cognitive
workload. On the other hand, in this study, the information did

not decrease the workload, which might be explained by the
availability information in the IC, which was presented in every
condition. Here, the duration of the current phase was given, i.e., the
remaining availability duration or the duration until the automation
was available. Consequently, the increased foresight induced by the
AC andMC did not decrease the workload as the information on the
current availability phase presented in all conditions might have
prevented unexpected interruptions of the NDRAs, which in turn
could have led to an increase in workload (Naujoks et al., 2017b;
Weigl et al., 2012).

One significant effect was found regarding the information
content for the dependent variable task performance.
Participants who experienced AC or MC achieved
significantly more points in the NDRA than participants who
experienced BC. However, no difference was found for the
comparison between AC and MC. These results indicate that
participants can perform non-driving related tasks more
efficiently when they know about all the availability sections
on the route. This is especially interesting since all the
participants knew the availability duration for the existing
section, even in the BC condition.

Most of the participants stated they would have preferred the
MC, followed by the AC. This is in accordance with the slightly
better average scores in the subjective questionnaires of the MC,
even though these differences were not significant.

4.1 Conclusion

This work gives valuable insights into the users’ information
needs relating to ADS. Thus far, several information needs for highly
automated driving and the means of displaying them have been
investigated. These include ambient lights (Feierle et al., 2020b),
system status, speed, speed limits, navigation information (Feierle
et al., 2020a), manoeuvres and reasons for manoeuvres (Feierle et al.,
2020a; Beggiato et al., 2015). Furthermore, information on the
remaining automated driving time (Naujoks et al., 2017b;
Holländer and Pfleging, 2018; Hecht et al., 2020c) and on the
duration of the automated drive before activation of the ADS
(Danner et al., 2020a) were shown to help study participants.
This study contributes to the literature on HMIs regarding ADSs
by adding one important information need to the list of
requirements when designing display concepts for automated
vehicles. As it could be shown, creating transparency regarding
the functionality of an ADS by presenting an overview of the
availability on the driver’s own route is a new approach that
could increase acceptance, associated with actual usage behaviour
(Venkatesh et al., 2003) and NDRA performance. Considering the
importance of NDRAs for the usefulness of ADS (König and
Neumayr, 2017; Danner et al., 2020b), the latter insight is of
particular importance.

Even though some significant effects were found, generalizing
the results should be done with caution since a very specific situation
was tested in this study with participants having a number of
different tasks to complete in restricted amounts of time, which
will not always be the case when using ADSs in reality. In the next
section, the limitations of this work are discussed and suggestions for
future studies are made.
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4.2 Limitations and future studies

The study was conducted in a driving simulator, and therefore
the results cannot be readily generalised. The participants might
have acted differently in actual driving environments. In addition,
the study director observed the participants, so it cannot be ruled out
that they would have behaved differently in a private, unobserved
setting. Nonetheless, it seems that subjective ratings between
naturalistic automated driving studies and those conducted in
driving simulators do not differ significantly (Eriksson and
Stanton, 2017). Furthermore, the NDRAs used in this study were
artificial, and therefore future studies should investigate how
displaying the availability sections influences the performance in
tasks participants actually want or need to conduct. Moreover,
analysing the results of this study would have profited of detailed
information on which NDRA was conducted for how long as well as
of eye-tracking data. Future studies should include objective data
like these.

Additionally, safety related data would have been
interesting and important when it comes to evaluate the
adequacy of the HMI displays. Future studies should
consider measures like take-over time or general take-over
performance as well as manual driving performance after
using the ADS along with the respective HMI concepts. This
way it could be tested if one of the HMI-concepts negatively
influences the ability to operate the system or the vehicle.

This study did not investigate the technical feasibility of the
concepts and solely focused on the prototypical HMI design and the
impact of additional information on participants’ ratings of the
system and task performance in NDRAs. Future studies should
investigate which technical criteria must be fulfilled for displaying
this information. The design of the MC might have also been a
limitation in this study since the “bird view” chosen in this
experiment is not necessarily the kind of map display drivers are
used to in current navigation systems.
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